
LifeFlow is an easy-to-use device for rapid, controlled delivery 
of a fluid bolus to critically ill patients. LifeFlow is designed 
to allow providers to carefully titrate IV fluids to meet the 
unique needs of the patient, enabling rapid reassessment and 
treatment decisions without leaving the patient.

“ Using LifeFlow we can deliver a fluid bolus  
to a critically ill patient and assess the response  
in less than 5 minutes, allowing me to make  
more rapid treatment and disposition decisions  
and avoid having to repeatedly don and doff PPE.”

— John Reister, M.D., Duke Raleigh Hospital.
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500ml in < 2 min 
Stay with Your Patient
Deliver first bolus quickly to reverse 
hypotension in patients with shock. 

• Provide active resuscitation
• Maintain control over delivery

• Stay with your patient

Improve Perfusion 
Reverse Shock
Assess using vitals and bedside markers 
of perfusion; decide if additional fluid 
bolus is needed. 

Early fluids more rapidly reverse shock 

and improve outcomes.1-3

Improve Resuscitation Workflow with LifeFlow®

RESUSCITATE RESTORE REASSESS

Rapid Decision/ 
Disposition
Each bolus delivered provides an opportunity 
to evaluate and determine next steps. 

Faster resuscitation may lead to:
• Less mechanical ventilation4

• More rapid disposition

• Less donning/doffing of PPE
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